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Abstract
Title of Project: Hexgen Roguevania (Working title)
Conrad Garcia, Master of Arts Game Design, 2022
Project Directed by: Ben Fulcher, Instructor, Game Design
This project is inspired by procedural generation methods, Metroid, Castlevania, Rogue, and
modern roguelikes. This project is structured around the notion of how procedural game content
can be experienced when it is tied directly to player progression. The focus of this project
incorporates procedurally generated content so that it can be altered during gameplay. In a sense,
this idea brings level content to the player, instead of the player travelling to new zones. The
resulting game world starts visually coherent, changing into a world that resembles a patchwork
of different biomes crafted by the player’s decisions to progress the game’s difficulty.
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Introduction
This project aims to design a procedural tool for a 3D video game level generator that ties
with player progression. Content of each level generates via pseudo-random distribution or set
manually by a designer before runtime and then it is determined by conditions met by the player
at each checkpoint in game. The implementation of 3D art content is pulled from a library of
designer-set assets; allowing short iteration time and establishes tools for end-user modding
features. Gameplay consists of platforming puzzles, where exploration is the main contributor to
progression. Additional gameplay involves player vs. environment as well as item acquisition,
which are all integrated within the procedural generation system.
Based on my professional experience in game design, along with peer-reviewed research
in topics of procedural generation, gameplay design, AI design, puzzle design, and other similar
areas, the final deliverable produced will demonstrate the core behavior of level generation and
player influence on the level as they progress, serving as a proof of concept that this project focuses
on. Throughout early prototyping, the gameplay and game space create a unique and distinct
experience while simply navigating platforms. Additional gameplay elements such as enemy
encounters, item discovery, and obstacles are incorporated within the procedural generation
framework, serving as a demonstration on how any feature can be integrated into the system, and
that any gameplay element can be turned on or off, allowing for further experimentation for
designer and modders.
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Literature Review
Procedural Content Generation
There are a significant number of publications from scholars and experts of the field
offering insight into the different methods on approaching procedural content generation (PCG)
for video games. These approaches focus on world creation, art creation, and gameplay while
others posit on the planning of systems to identify production issues, such as algorithm
complexity, runtime performance, and how each system mixes. The design decision regarding
PCG for Hexgen Roguevania (working title) is in combining several PCG methods to allow a
clear representation of player progression throughout the game world and gameplay experience
as well as “to relieve the designer of the scutwork in ways that create more opportunities for
creativity.” (Parberry 2018).
Procedural world generation for game spaces use algorithms to plot a two- or threedimensional collection of data (usually vector data) for visual plotting. An investigation by
Mawed (2019) categorizes at least seven approaches, they are: (1) random numbers, (2) perlin
noise, (3) filling space, (4) sequence generation, (5) partitioning space, (6) maze generation, and
(7) procedural flowers, and these can be intermixed with one another. This investigation is140
pages in length and admits to barely addressing the myriad other ways to develop PCG systems.
While these plentiful methods can create content alone, many do so with a degree of
predictability or recognizable pattern. This can be adequate, even preferred, but by mixing
algorithms, a system can be achieved which is random enough to create a fresh, playable game
space every time, while also supporting the designer’s goals for gameplay. A presentation from
Georgia Tech (2019) and the research by Parborg and Holm (2018) demonstrate how just a
couple of algorithms can generate an exponential number of new outcomes. This expansive
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growth makes it harder to predict and control, as it is now each algorithm working towards a
complex outcome. In other words, not all parameters will work because certain value
combinations produce unplayable game spaces. This is unavoidable; therefore, limitations must
be defined either by rejecting generated results or restricting algorithm possibilities, which is
what Vegricht (2018) proposes by using evolutionary algorithms. In a case study by Nitsche, et.
al. (n.d), the use of procedural generation creates a game space that utilizes each algorithm as
much as possible and attempts to synergize the design goals with their outcomes. Their result is a
tile-based world with gameplay inherent to each tile, but also from the proximity of different
elemental tiles (metal, fire, toxic, etc.), generating unique enemies and complex strategy.
Consequently, defining the primary gameplay needs first identifies the idyllic algorithms.
Furthermore, deconstructing the right algorithms and modifying them to address the specific
needs for the PCG system narrows generic algorithms into a realized heuristic.
The popularity of procedural generation techniques has also found its way into art
creation throughout various stages of production and mediums. This application differs from the
generation of architectural spaces and level layouts, as it concerns over the specific creation of a
given art asset, either offline or during game runtime (online). Some engine tools and standalone
software can operate completely by procedural definition from its user. Houdini and Substance
Designer are two such software, both utilizing node-based construction for producing visuals.
For example, in Houdini, a staircase, comprised of steps, railings, lips, and undersides can be
defined using nodes and then further adjusted to change the number of steps, curvature or
spiraling, width, dimension of individual steps, and so on. This is all based on the needs of the
asset, and it is worth defining such a system for production (a game with a lot of stairs would
benefit immensely). In a workflow study by Cornelisse (2018), procedural concepts are utilized
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to define a texture that can be adjusted for the same character model, yielding an assortment of
variants useful for signifying different role-playing game (RPG) enemy types or offered as
alternate character skins in a massively multiplayer online (MMO) game. The same technique
can be applied to environment and prop assets, even visual effects. In the academic project
Spareware (Helin, 2016) and in the commercially successful XCom series (Hess, 2018), the use
of procedural art creation is abundant through all facets, ranging from texture reskinning to
rulesets defining the placement of assets, enemies, and items. In all cases, art quantity is needed
for the sake of gameplay, and all are achieved in their own way by first developing the tools
necessary for production. Although procedural software like Houdini and Substance Designer
can generate countless variations, there is need for a human factor which can recognize aesthetic
significance to merit inclusion. As with Cornelisse (2018), each texture variant is defined by the
artist for aesthetic sake. This human factor maintains a cohesive art direction and theme, filters
out unpleasant or undesired generation results, and minimizes memory overhead.
Visual and spatial construction use procedural rules in a predictable manner so they can
be understood by the player or user; however, gameplay varies and for good reasons – it can get
boring doing the same type of task based on similar rules and, most games have a story where
gameplay needs to complement each act. Designing a procedural system for gameplay requires a
different approach, but still utilizes algorithms. In the scenario where “the level is the gameplay,”
one approach, by Thompson (2021), is to make the levels generate with cyclic paths, so the
player returns from where they started once they’ve completed the objective. Thompson’s game,
Unexplored, implements a lock-and-key system where the player finds the key to unlock a door
leading them back to where they started. Zafar (2019) also utilizes a lock-and-key system by
investigating pattern-based objectives to determine successful world generation including
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objectives and all other gameplay elements. On paper, this sounds repetitive and to an extent it
operates under the same ruleset each time, but it works for the RPG and dungeon-crawling styles
of gameplay since puzzles are kept simple and the focus is on exploring new zones in search of
enemies and items. More and advanced puzzles could be implemented, which is what Kegal and
Haahr (2020) analyze in their survey of 32 puzzle methods that they converted into a procedural
system. Their survey offers a compendium of ideas to pull from and apply to different genres of
games such as a sliding puzzle for a mystery game, riddles for an RPG, assembly puzzles for a
sim game, or physics puzzles for an action game. To a further degree, Zook (2019) proposes the
use of data analysis during the play session to adapt the difficulty of challenge- and story-based
gameplay to reflect the player’s “perceived” skill level. These ideas for creating gameplay
through procedural means allows for endless variations, but as with art or level creation, the
gameplay should also consider the game as a whole. Each method has its place and has the
potential to be combined or opened up to innovative means such as tracking player data to
inform offline design, adjusting difficulty during runtime, biasing random number generation, or
predicting player choice. However, none of this can be quantified without a gameplay prototype
(a chicken or egg situation). Limits need to be measured and determined for any application to
integrate the gameplay with the procedural system naturally.
Roguelike Game Design
At the core of every roguelike game is an assortment of procedurally generated content,
decided on by the designer, such as level layout, enemy placement, and item effects. As Harris
(2021) addresses, “instead of just random dungeons… items generated during the game are also
randomly selected, and their appearance is scrambled each game.” With the understanding of the
varied PCG methods, items, in this explanation, are not just randomly spawned in the game
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world, but their appearance is also random, making the effect of any item unpredictable. “Even
in a winning game it is unlikely that the player will see all the items that can be generated,”
(Harris, 2021). Again, by leveraging PCG methods, the core gameplay emerges as a “need to
discover the game world anew every time,” (Harris, 2021). However, as Aron (2019) puts it,
“roguelikes are not truly random – if they were, the game would be impossible to complete.” So,
the implementation of PCG methods allows for discovery and randomity to occur each
playthrough, but there must be guidelines or checks in place to generate content based on
designer intentions, such as evolutionary algorithms as mentioned earlier. With each playthrough
different from the last, due to pseudo-random generation logic, each player experiences the game
uniquely.
Roguelikes offer a unique enough experience for each playthrough, where unpredictable
generation challenges player skill, creating conflict, a core element to storytelling and game
progression. Like RPGs, roguelikes focus on a story being told which benefits from the balanced
randomity of encountered enemies and items. While the “player character’s back story is not a
high priority,” (Brown, 2018) it is essential to involve the player within an active story that keeps
players engaged in building their character throughout gameplay. In this manner, “think of
roguelikes as storytelling machines,” (Aron, 2019) where completing the game is a legendary
tale and dying causes “the destruction of the player character completely from the hard drive,”
(Brown, 2018). “Spelunky, the king of modern roguelikes, is a near-perfect balance of order of
chaos,” (Aron, 2019) and keeps deep lore aspects to a minimum, keeping the story simple and
communicated through discovery and world art, rather than cutscenes or dialogue sequences.
The concerns for Hexgen Roguevania rely on procedural generation of the world,
gameplay elements, enemy attributes, items, and upgrades are essential. Additional assets such as
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animation and visuals effect could benefit from procedural use but are minor in quantity
compared to the former. The world of Hexgen is one large hexagon, made up of individual
hexagonal tiles varying in elevation. The formulas and concepts from Patel (2020) in working
with hexagon generation has provided enough information to solve the generation of six, datalogged slices so they can dynamically change during gameplay, one of the core pillars behind my
thesis. Games like Minecraft or No Man’s Sky allow for editing of the procedurally generated
world, but at a local level: by the player directly focused on it. Hexgen aims to replace large
portions of the world with new content to denote player progression, with the goal of the game to
progress as far as possible. This respects Rogue and the roguelike formula of which Hexgen is
directly inspired by. The other core pillar is in player growth, taking the form of enemy combat
and item acquisition, a gameplay model inspired by Metroid and Castlevania. This pillar boils
down to a focus on simple combat encounters, platforming, and item progression. The former
two are of particular concern since enemy AI must be smart enough to navigate a game space of
varying elevations via jumping. According to Silva (2019), there are two methods for AI jump
navigation in Unreal Engine, one utilizes the A* search algorithm, generating a navigation field
for unpredictable navigation. However, this process can be computationally expensive,
especially when performed multiple times and during the play session. The second method Silva
suggests is the use of AI ray tracing to determine jump behavior. By considering the design
needs for Hexgen, based on these resources, a viable prototype is developed, serving as the proof
of concept for the core gameplay systems.
Methodology
By using Unreal Engine 4, the procedural generation system for Hexgen Roguevania can
take advantage of its iterative prototyping tools and produce a playable proof of concept. Visual
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scripting (Blueprints) will aid in the creation of procedural systems and management of assets
such as meshes, materials, and data. Art assets will be imported and organized within the engine,
primarily referenced through code and data assets. The look and quantity of assets are balanced
for the initial workload required to achieve the core features of the procedural generation system.
This is determined by macro and micro design concepts, generative aesthetics, and classifying
elements of the system.
Hexagonal tiles are chosen as the “3D building blocks” for Hexgen’s exterior world space
for its complement to platforming gameplay, broader navigation paths, generative aesthetic form
and locus, and its uncommon use as a generated shape for game worlds. This comes from a mix
of design and art needs, to which a technical system is meant to support. With the game world
consisting of different exterior themes, the use of hexagonally shaped tiles emphasizes an
organic, open-ended layout when compared to grid-based layouts. Since platforming is a core
gameplay mechanic, the use of hexagon tiles offers more directional choices with similar
distances apart, keeping the flow in player motion. One hexagon tile should be big enough to
allow for comfortable movement and allow enough space to build up speed to jump across to
another tile. This requires a thematically fitting tile much larger than the player, such as a large
chunk of land, to be reused hundreds of times in populating entire areas of the game world. Karth
(2019) defines how this individual generative aesthetic form can be achieved to also contribute
towards the gestalt of varying elevations and the repetition of the same visual, providing enough
variation that it can be quickly processed while performing in-game actions and keeps art tasks
to a minimum. Additionally, generating with a balance between gestalt, structure, and surface,
(Karth, 2019) allows the look, layout, and content of each biome in Hexgen Roguevania to be
fully adjustable by the designer.
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To address the visual and mechanical concerns of art and design, this procedural system
must be approached with both in mind. Based on research from Hollstrand (2020), interfacing
with such a system must be flexible enough to allow for expanded controllability to make
changes manually, design sections, isolate changes, visualize metrics, and precisely target
generated elements. For most of these findings, data tables suffice, but require a degree of design
planning to address the production concerns and remain intuitive. Also, the use of data tables
organizes the art workload by listing it in a table that can be referenced for generation usage.
Separate from data tables is the logic which creates the tiles, and this is split into three
categories: world layout, elevation differences, and unique tile data, derived from Hollstrand’s
(2020) reflection of macro and micro design. World layout concerns over tile size and shape, tile
quantity, player tracking, collision, and runtime performance of generated elements around the
player. Elevation differences highlight a common trait of all tiles and are performed as the
second part after world layout by performing finer adjustments such as neighbor checking, data
pooling, and serves as a granular entity allowing specific design control. Finally, unique tile data
is split between groups of tiles and individual tiles. Player tiles fall into this category because
they require specific rules different from the rest of the game tiles. Other tiles in this category are
landmark tiles which occur out in the world, and boundary tiles, occurring along the edges of the
world. Since enemies can generate in the world, spawners must generate pseudo-randomly, by
quantity, difficulty, distance from player start, and elevation, and will be controlled using design
tools.
Results
By using Unreal Engine as the primary creation software, along with a thorough
understanding of roguelike game mechanics, procedural generation methods, and scholarly
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research, Hexgen Roguevania accomplishes the goals set out in this investigation on varying
degrees of success. The idea of player progression influencing PCG is achieved, but alternative
design decisions make the possibilities endless; the abstract notion of progression and generation
works at a fundamental level in game design, able to be applied to any genre.
The purpose of the PCG system for Hexgen Roguevania is to generate the game world,
enemies and items, checkpoints, and obstacles. The world generates in tiles that are roughly
hexagon shaped, fitting together like puzzle pieces, creating a stylized landscape with additional
visuals such as trees, rocks, grass, and ruins, and at varying elevations. Each tile has logic for
spawning itself with all associated content and additional functionality, for instance, checkpoint
tiles and obstacle tiles. The spawn layout for tile generation is hand-authored through data tables,
referencing spawn codes which have differing possibilities for generation decision-making. The
last step for spawning world tiles adds obstacles and hazards to make navigation difficult. Once
all world tiles have finished generating, enemies and breakable containers are generated based on
table-defined probabilities and presets. These layers of the procedural world generation happen
before the game starts, and when the player activates checkpoints the same functionality that
generated the initial world is performed again to replace that portion of the game world with the
next biome, raising in difficulty.
Platforming and roguelike mechanics were of great concern to incorporate into this
project, requiring specific rules to how the world generates. One such rule concerns over
landscape layout, where elevation differences and the space of a tile’s playable area must
naturally create platforming puzzles – aligning with roguelike design where the generate level
must be explored in some fashion. Roguelikes typically involve a different mechanic than just
jump, such as combat, item discovery, and inventory management, but Hexgen Roguevania
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merges roguelike mechanics with platforming mechanics and keeps additional mechanics simple,
focusing on progression and generation, as well methods of engaging gameplay, in this case,
combat, item discovery, crafting, and discovery. These proposed features would inform the PCG
system, allowing for parameters to control elevation and size, as well as spawn amounts, rarity,
and obstacles.
The start of the project involved preparation and planning: optimizing Unreal Engine’s
build settings and plugins, setting up folder structures, naming conventions, reference libraries,
and creation/management of documentation for technical and artistic purposes. A functioning
prototype was the next step, where a mockup was first constructed to understand the kind of
customization that would be needed for design purposes. For instance, the early mockup of the
hexagon tile world was hand-authored with different platforming scenarios to test player
movement, jumping, and air control situations. This showed how different scale settings changed
navigation tactics and observations like these informed what to incorporate into the PCG system
to allowing further designer adjustments as navigational rules such as movement speeds and
jump height need to be fine-tuned throughout development. Another added feature to the PCG
system is caching tiles into groups, which was also informed by the early mockup, which allows
access to specific sets of tiles based on a grouping preference – in this case a hexagon-shaped
world split in six slices and a center honeycomb section.
From testing and experimenting with the game’s world size and tile size, as well as
different platforming scenarios, the findings during early playtests gave insight to knowing each
piece of the PCG system needed. Regarding world design, the generation of hexagon tiles had to
make mathematic sense while appearing as a less fabricated landscape. In terms of gameplay,
platforming and navigation depends on generation rules and designer-set parameters, allowing
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enough customization to solve player and AI navigation throughout a dynamic landscape. And
on the note of AI design, platforming is a much-studied area for 2D, and to an extent 3D, but 3D
presents further complications, therefore it was decided to use a light, performance-friendly
raycast check for several conditions while still benefiting from the navigation solving flexibility
of Unreal Engine’s navmesh. Finally, the management of all aspects of game implementation
occurred with thoroughly updated design documentation, but just as importantly, the various
design tables served to outline production work and allow for interfacing with the procedural
system hooks.
The manner by which procedural content is influenced takes form of checkpoint-style
interfaces that the player must find. This method was chosen to debug progression moments and
adjust difficulty from measurable numbers. Checkpoints have requirements and if the player can
meet all criteria, then it is activated and changes that section of the game into a new one. The
experience is novel each time, and a different experience due to player choice and pseudorandom
generation. In addition, the gameplay cycle is meant to be a short, but quick progression through
biomes as dying would prompt starting over in a newly generated world.
Analysis
The core mechanic explores how content generation can be influenced by player progression
and is done so in a unique way that has not been explored before. And while this core mechanic
is successfully achieved, other approaches can be taken as this concept is open-ended to a
broader concern. With procedural generation hooked up to the core pillars that allow for player
influence, activation occurs based on the designer’s preference, though in the case of Hexgen
Roguevania, by progress, where difficulty increases when replacing previous content, decided on
by the player. And due to the number of choices available throughout gameplay, the player could
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be solving a greater puzzle as well – the order or combination of choices, for example. This core
mechanic informs the PCG system of all gameplay needs and where they extend from; it’s the
same framework, but with additional features that can be replaced or removed.
The development of art assets for Hexgen Roguevania is a paradigm shift from the typical
method of production, requiring iterative testing on several levels of art and gameplay quality.
Due to the procedural placement of world meshes, rules for the procedural system as well as art
creation had to be explored and documented – model size limits, collision complexity, AI
navigation, and art needs, for starters. For models, the size limit was rather small, mainly due to
AI navigation needing as many valid paths as possible, and for the most part, model height is
usually short enough that it can be jumped on or over. With collision, simple shapes worked best
to make quick adjustments throughout production and the quantity of collision throughout the
world benefits from quick to process colliders. As mentioned, AI navigation has needs, and in
fact has influenced many of the project’s level design and technical needs, such as collision,
which is why the world tile collider is the only custom mesh collider as it is precise to the model
shape, allowing the navmesh to generate flawlessly. The other big factor with AI navigation was
jumping and looking no dumb when doing so, which took several versions to get right.
Conclusion
The implementation of tying player progression with procedurally generated content to
the extend proposed in this paper has been successfully achieved and shows feasible application
a wide spectrum of game design mechanics. The PCG works to produce naturally engaging
gameplay while navigating or jumping, and it was evident since the prototype. The final
deliverable preserves this while additional production work has been done to enhance its
framework. The only area of this project that had repeated issues was in designing the AI to
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navigate and jump, not look dumb doing it, while also smart enough to know how to react to the
player. Several iterations on the AI design were done until behaviors and basic functions worked
properly together and could be altered simply.
Exploring this connection between player progression influencing level content isn’t
commonly explored, especially in a way where the level changes as a result. The system created
to generate the game world gives ideas for other approaches to its application - such as through
enemies or items instead of the environment - its open enough to try any kind of game
mechanics. The implementation of procedural content being affected by player progression
occurs for six stages (although the system can scale up as needed) and there are multiple
checkpoints to choose from considering these changes occur for a portion of the overall game
world.
The uniqueness of Hexgen Roguevania was approached by maintaining the design goals
of player progression, platforming, simple combat, and exploration with a PCG system that can
allow adjustability through development. This benefits greatly from Object-Oriented
Programming methods to easily activate game and system features, refine, and then ultimately
integrate, or else deactivate. Creating this game to investigate how player progression can affect
generated content serves as an example of how these two aspects can be looked at to engage the
player throughout the game space with their progress throughout the game. The use of PCG in
this project also serves as an example of alternate approaches with PCG concepts, that it can be
used in conjunction with game fundamentals.
The abundance of material covering PCG methods and examples provided excellent
reference material on deciding how to connect them smoothly with the design goals for
gameplay – including movement, jumping, and combat. Generating content is not random, it’s
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governed by some rules, therefore pseudorandom, and each game mechanic has some influence
over the limitations on how or what can generate.
To take this project further is one option, as most features are functionally complete,
however there is a great opportunity to theorize and experiment with different directions
involving other ludic elements. Prototyping the idea will show right away how gameplay will
feel like. The direction for this project is to keep adding more ways for the player to impact their
game world as they progress.
The goal of this project constructs a PCG system that creates levels automatically and
will change in reaction to the player progressing further in the game. The player reaches
checkpoints which changes parts of their game world to harder zones, where the goal is to reveal
and explore the final zone. This project has many directions because it is considering a stronger
connection between player progress and how it is shown to the player; the outcome of this
project is one of many routes explored, where mechanics of Metroidvania-style games are also
investigated.
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